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"Every important electronic in your house has a manual. The most important organ in the body is your brain. It controls everything, and yet this world is lacking a manual on how to optimize the focus, clarity and health of the brain. This practical brain manual will not just help you maximize brain function but will help you lose weight faster and skyrocket your energy. It's never too late to start... or too early. I recommend it to anyone with a brain."

Dr. Isaac H. Jones, Founder of DesignerHealthCenters.com

“Dr. David Jockers thirst and ability to effectively communicate the "super charged life" that can be achieved through natural health strategies makes him not only a must read in the nations top health blogs and websites but now as an author of “Super Charge Your Brain” readers will receive the complete formula for brain health, memory, sharpness and capacity that will expand even the most dedicated natural health enthusiasts tool kit for a Super Charged Life.”

Warren Phillips - CEO of Health Centers of the Future

"If you want to increase your energy, burn fat, and improve your brain function then Super Charge Your Brain is the book for you. Dr. Jockers covers a range of topics from super foods to brain boosting foods that have been proven through science and patient success stories. Dr. Jockers is an incredible writer and gives you an in-depth nutritional wisdom but yet keeps it simple enough that anyone can understand the advice and apply it to their life. If you want a book that is revolutionary and yet backed by ancient wisdom, then you are going to love Super Charge Your Brain!"

Dr. Josh Axe -Author Real Food Diet Cookbook
Author – The Dr Axe Detox
"If you want to take your brain, your health and your life to the next level than I would highly suggest practicing the principles found in Dr. David Jockers’ new book "Super Charge Your Brain."

Jordan Rubin NMD, PhD
New York Times Bestselling Author The Maker's Diet
Founder Garden of Life and Beyond Organic

“Dr. David Jockers serves as a perfect example of where modern medicine is heading. I know you will benefit greatly from the information contained in his latest book – “Super Charge Your Brain.” Be sure to share this information with your family and friends – it could just save their life.”

Jonathan Landsman, NaturalHealth365.com

“I've never met anyone, young, old, or in-between who cares as much about people as Dr. J does. He knows how important our health is to us, and to God, and never stops trying to challenge us to be wise and take ownership of it.”

Suzanne Roberts, Author of “It’s Time to Power Up!”

Dr. Jockers not only bases his book on scientific evidence and patient testimonials, but cutting edge efforts that have been shocking clinicians around the world. Having worked with him on countless seminars and witnessed his efforts in research, I can say without question that his pursuit of truth in wellness is unparalleled. Supercharge Your Brain is not a book simply about brain function, but about all things under your brain… Everything! -

Dr. Eric Richards, HealthSprout, President of The Garage Games
Dedication:

This book is dedicated to all those who are passionate about living their full God-given potential in life and health.

Dr. David Jockers
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Chapter One

SuperCharge Your Brain

Have you ever had trouble staying focused, paying attention and getting things done? I know I have. Teachers and medical professionals would have easily classified me with an attention deficit disorder as I always had challenges sitting still and focusing.

I also struggled with fatigue. Growing up I was always tired. It didn’t matter how much sleep I got or how much rest and relaxation I experienced. Once I got back into the grind…the fatigue and tiredness always came back. My mind was all over the place and it was hard to concentrate on any one thing at a time.

As I started college this became an even greater challenge trying to study and remember the information I needed to perform well on tests. Finally, it all culminated with me getting sick with severe digestive cramping and irritable bowel syndrome.

My Road Back

As I studied the health issues I was struggling with, I realized that my diet and lifestyle were causing the problems. I began incorporating the brain boosting strategies I discuss in this book and my entire life transformed.

Not only was I able to study and retain the information I was learning in school but I had incredible energy that allowed me to work two jobs throughout my time in school. I ended up receiving awards for academic excellence in my undergraduate program and was salutatorian of my graduate class at Life University in Marietta, Georgia.

I then went on to open Exodus Health Center in Kennesaw, Georgia where I have had tremendous success helping people
transform their lifestyles and improve their health. I have had the amazing privilege of writing for some of the most notable natural health newsletters and have a syndicated radio show “SuperCharge Your Health” in the Atlanta area.

I even had the opportunity to go to the 2012 Olympic Games and be a part of the performance enhancement team with Maximized Living that helped several athletes improve their lifestyles and athletic prowess on their way to winning Olympic medals.

From Left to Right: Dr Jockers with Kayla Harrison Gold Medal winning Judo Athlete Bronze medal Judo athlete Marti Malloy and Gold Medal winning wrestler Jordan Burroughs.

The Brain Fog Epidemic

Low energy, poor memory and brain fog are major problems for many individuals. Lowered cognitive function results in lowered working efficiency, relationship disputes and significantly reduced quality of life. Millions of children and adults in America today struggle with mental fatigue, learning, reading & attention challenges. Much of this could be remedied if these individuals knew how to take care of their body and maximize their brain energy.

Boost Your Families IQ with Natural Lifestyle Strategies

The United States has an epidemic of childhood neurodevelopmental disease such as autism, ADHD, Asperger’s and mental retardation. Much of this is due to the influence of industrial chemicals, processed foods, birth and childhood spinal trauma, & sedentary behavior. A lifestyle built around holistic principles can dramatically benefit brain development and improve learning processes.
As a physician, I have had the privilege of working with thousands of individuals with numerous different health conditions. I have worked with elite Olympic level athletes, stay at home moms, busy executives, grandparents and students. I have found that mental fatigue and poor concentration are some of the greatest hindrances for these individuals as they pursue their goals and dreams.

This book is designed to help you unlock your full potential by *SuperCharging Your Brain*. 
Chapter Two

SuperCharge Your Life

Like a battery...you need to be charged up every day. At the atomic level, our bodies run through an electrical energy system. The coordinated flow of this electrical energy at all times is what makes up the presence of life. Lifestyle habits that add voltage to our system help sustain the flow of energy while habits that subtract voltage reduce the presence of life.

Your body is made up of 75 trillion cells that operate in synchrony to keep you breathing, healing and living every single day. Each of these cells acts as a little battery cranking out energy in the form of a biological unit called adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

The solar power of the sun charges most all life on earth and directly and indirectly charges our bodies. The grassy fields, the trees, the seawater algae and the herbs are living agents that harvest the sun’s light through the process of photosynthesis. When we or any other animal consumes these foods we take in the sun’s energy as electrons. These electrons are then used to produce energy.

As we increase the amount of electrons through our diet and lifestyle, we build an energy surplus and a stronger life force. This electron flow improves the process of healing, remodeling and rejuvenation within the body.

Unfortunately, in our society today most individuals are deficient in electrons and produce dirty energy. Dirty production creates energy but also a high level of waste in the form of free radical particles. Excessive free radical formation is the anti-thesis to healing and rejuvenation.

When these free radicals are able to run rampant in our bodies they restrict our life force and accelerate aging and tissue degeneration. Anti-oxidants act to neutralize these dangerous free radicals and bring balance to the body.
Certain lifestyle habits produce anti-oxidant rich clean energy while others produce free-radical loaded dirty energy.

**Understanding the Brain & Creative Thinking**

In biological sciences, the 1990’s were considered the “decade of the brain.” So much research has been done to better understand the brain and nervous system. One key understanding is that the brain acts much like a muscle in its growth and development patterns. This means that the brain depends on fuel and activation in order to adapt and become more proficient in its function.

Creative thinking is one of the greatest human assets in that it initiates new thoughts and world changing ideas. Creativity is the ability to generate ideas of both novel and useful form to a particular social setting. Innovative thoughts inspire excitement and unlock the depths of human potential.

Life is dull, bland and stale without the ability to be creative. The unrestricted human mind has the ability to solve problems with new ideas that build off of the latest technology of the day. In fact, nearly every problem mankind has ever faced has been solved by a new, more creative way of thinking and living.

**Real World Implications for Creative Thinking**

Professional athletes have big incentives to perform at an elite level every time they participate in their sport. Business people, doctors, scientists and others have incentive to perform at their highest level every time they step foot into their specific arena. The ability to think quickly and innovatively is one of the characteristics that allow these individuals to have extraordinary success in their field. This ability also offers individuals the opportunity to adapt and evolve to a higher level in every aspect of life.

Therapies and ergonomic aids such as caffeine, herbs, and medications have been used for many years to help individuals perform better in their particular field. Many of these aids provide short term benefits but hinder the health of the individual in the long-
term. There are natural performance aids that benefit the individual with very low risk of danger or unwanted side-effects. These brain boosting nutrients are valuable commodities.
Chapter Three

Brain Boosting Nutrients

Your Brain Depends on several key nutrients in order to function at a high level:

1. **SuperCharged Nutrition Principles** as explained in this book

1. **Effective Hydration:** *Brain is 80% water* - drink at least half your body weight in clean water daily.

2. **High Level Oxygen Consumption and Utilization** through a regular exercise program.

3. **Novel Movement Stimulation:** Holistic movements incorporating balance and stability.

4. **Joint & Spinal Proprioception:** Full Range of motion in all joints is an essential brain nutrient that feeds the cerebellum, hippocampus and frontal cortex.

5. **Sunlight:** Vitamin D3 has been shown to be a powerful immune and endocrine modulator. Regular sunlight and vitamin D3 supplementation is very important for optimal health

6. **Rest:** 7-9 hours daily.

7. **Effective Cellular Detoxification:** Optimal glutathione levels

8. **Gratitude, Love and Laughter**

9. **Purpose Driven Thinking**
Your brain absolutely needs all 10 of these vital components. If any of these is compromised the resulting brain function will suffer.

**Brain Boosting Nutrition Principles**

Our brain depends upon some critical nutrients that must come from our diet. While most natural, non-processed foods have the potential to improve our cognitive abilities, certain foods are extraordinarily powerful in their ability to boost brain function!

The brain tissue is primarily comprised of water and fatty acids. Therefore, the two most important dietary components to a healthy brain are: Clean Water and Clean Fats. Be sure to build your diet around healthy fat sources as explained in this book and drink at least half your body weight in ounces of clean water.

Beyond that, the brain tissue is extremely vulnerable to free-radical and inflammatory attack. In order to protect the brain from oxidative stress, a diet rich in high-quality anti-oxidants is crucial.

**Antioxidant Rich Foods:** This would include dark green veggies such as collard greens, kale, Swiss chard, spinach, broccoli, and many others. These nutrient dense foods donate an unpaired electron to cancel out the dangerous free radicals and free roaming metabolites. A diet rich in anti-oxidants has been shown to improve brain function substantially. Here are some of the best:

**Berries:** Blueberries, Raspberries, Strawberries are rich in vitamin C & other major phytochemicals that act as powerful anti-oxidants while also being low-glycemic and anti-inflammatory in nature. Be sure to get these organic as they have a thin skin and will be loaded with chemicals if they are conventional.

**Vitamin E:** Organic eggs, Extra-virgin olive oil, Almonds, Brazil nuts, Sunflower seeds, Pumpkin Seeds & Hemp Seeds.

**Glutathione Rich Foods:** Glutathione is the body’s master intracellular (within the cell) anti-oxidant that helps protect the DNA
and flush toxins out of the cell. Low glutathione levels would indicate poor cellular detoxification and DNA damage. The best whole food sources include:

1) Non-Denatured, grass-fed whey protein

1) Raw, grass-fed cheese and Organic Eggs

2) Avocados, Spinach and Asparagus

**Best Brain Based Fats:** The matter of the brain is 70% fat, therefore, outside of water this makes fat the most critical nutrient in the brain. Here are the necessary fats that help to make a healthy brain:

**Saturated Fats:** Extra-Virgin Coconut Oil, Grass-fed meats.

**Alkaline Forming Fats:** Extra-Virgin Olive Oil, Avocados, Almonds, Pecans and Pumpkin Seeds.

**Omega 3 Fats:** High quality Fish Oil, Krill Oil, Grass-Fed Meats, Wild Fish, Flax Oil, Flax seeds, Hemp seeds, Chia seeds, Pumpkin seeds and Walnuts.

**GLA:** Gamma-Linoleic Acid in Borage Oil, Evening Primrose Oil, Black Currant and Hemp Oil and Seeds.

This book will explain more details about how to get these nutrients into your diet on a regular basis.
Chapter Four

Brain Destroying Poisons

The brain is extremely sensitive to free radical damage, poor circulation and poor blood sugar balance. Individuals with chronic inflammatory stress, arterial restriction and blood sugar imbalances will have trouble with memory and brain fog.

These are some of the most potent toxins for the brain and neurological tissue.

1. **Gluten:** One of the most common nutritional/toxicity issues in our society today deals with the common protein found in wheat, barley, rye, oats, kamut and spelt. According to gluten researcher Kenneth Fine, up to 81% of our society has a gluten allergy. When exposed to gluten the body has differing degrees of inflammatory responses. Some individuals have mild inflammatory reactions while others have severe reactions.

The most vulnerable tissue to the inflammatory cascade in response to gluten is the brain and nervous system. The immune molecules that are secreted (cytokines) destroy brain tissue and cause massive neurological damage. The most common symptoms associated with this reaction are brain fog, memory problems and mental fatigue.

1. **Unfermented Soy:** One of soy's primary isoflavones, genistein, has been shown to inhibit the enzyme tyrosine kinase in the brain. The highest amounts of tyrosine kinases are found in the hippocampus, a brain region that is essential to learning and memory. High soy consumption actually blocks this mechanism of memory formation.

Several studies have associated high intakes of tofu and other unfermented soy products to increased risk of dementia and cognitive impairments. On the flip side, fermented soy
products such as tempeh and miso are associated with greater cognitive abilities. Researchers hypothesize that this is due to the deep fermentation process removing enzyme inhibitors and phytoestrogens. In addition, this process increases folate, which is a critical nutrient for brain and nervous system function.

2. **Blood Sugar Imbalance**: The brain depends on a continual supply of glucose for energy. A 2003 study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences found that people's memory is harmed by poor blood sugar metabolism. Stable blood sugar levels are critical for healthy brain and neuronal cells that fire quickly and efficiently. Abnormal blood sugar levels also cause neuronal damage and weaken the protective blood-brain barrier. This makes for easy passage of different toxins and other particles that will disrupt brain function.

A mechanism for Alzheimer’s disease is that of poor blood sugar metabolism. This pre-diabetic disorder opens the door in the blood brain barrier for toxic aluminum particles to cross-over and accumulate in the sensitive regions of the temporal lobe.

**Fructose Sugar is Toxic for the Brain**

Fructose is a form of sugar that has also been shown to be highly toxic to brain tissue. Fructose is the most common sugar found in fruit as well as processed foods. The brain runs off of glucose but has trouble processing fructose. Fructose causes cellular inflammation that damages insulin receptors and distorts blood sugar signaling.

A study conducted at UCLA showed that rats fed a diet high in fructose performed significantly worse than control groups and glucose fed rats in their ability to navigate a maze. Other research has shown that fructose distorts the brain’s energy metabolism in areas of the hippocampus that are related with memory consolidation. Thus the assumption has been made
that high fructose consumption is related to memory loss and dementia.

3. **Fluoride**: Elevated fluoride consumption has been shown to reduce IQ in children. Cognitive ability is further reduced if the individual is deficient in iodine. Fluoride consumption as low as 1 part per million (ppm) has been shown to impair neurological anti-oxidant defense systems and damage areas of the hippocampus, pineal gland & cerebellum. Typical tap water contains close to 1 ppm of fluoride. Fluoride is also associated with increased uptake of aluminum into brain tissue. Fluoride intake has been shown to increase the formation of amyloid plaques in the brain. Both the elevated aluminum and amyloid plaques are characteristic found in Alzheimer’s disease.

The most common sources of fluoride are through municipal water sources, fluoride based toothpaste, & processed foods and drinks. Certain medications and commercial cleaning products may also contain fluoride.

4. **Toxic Fats**: High Omega 6 fats & hydrogenated vegetable oils (trans-fats). French researchers in 1994 found that dietary trans fatty acids did indeed find their way into the myelin (outer layer) of brain cells, where they changed the electrical conductivity of the cells.

Furthermore, this study published in the journal “Lipids” demonstrated that trans-fats compete with Omega 3 fats for location spots in the cell membrane. Several studies have indicated that trans-fatty acid uptake into the cell membranes is twice as high when omega 3 fatty acids are deficient as compared to when there is adequate amounts of omega 3 fatty acids.

Even worse for the brain is when we are eating trans-fats during pregnancy. A 1996 Canadian study showed that the average lactating woman had 7.2% of the fatty acids in their
breast milk being trans-fatty acids. These trans-fats have a powerful affinity for the neuronal cell membrane.

This study published in “Lipids,” demonstrated that trans-fats consumed location spots on the neuronal cell membrane, inhibiting omega 3 fatty acids EPA & DHA from their vital membrane functions. This process caused a structural and functional change in the cell leading to chemical and electrical imbalances in the brain.

5. **Sedentary Living & Poor Posture:** The brain depends on oxygen and activation from muscle and joint receptors on a continual basis. A lack of motion results in a significant reduction in oxygen uptake and delivery into the spinal cord and brain.

Poor posture and subluxated spinal vertebrae cause spinal joint receptors to fire abnormal, corrupted patterns into the brain. This causes further brain-body feedback problems and disrupted movement patterns in the body. Chronically poor posture is one of the most detrimental factors for brain function.

6. **Tap Water:** Municipal water is extraordinarily toxic to healthy brain development. This water is loaded with environmental toxins such as chlorine, DBP’s, heavy metals and fluoride. Proper water filtration is essential to remove these chemical agents.

High quality reverse osmosis systems are one of the very few water systems that is able to effectively remove fluoride. Add back a pinch of pink salt (1/4 teaspoon per gallon) to replace any lost minerals from the reverse osmosis process. Teach your children not to use municipal water fountains but instead to carry bottled water in either glass or stainless steel bottles.

7. **Heavy Metals:** The major heavy metals that are found in human brain tissue include mercury and aluminum. Both of
these are extremely toxic and cause major free radical stress and inflammation that chews up neurological tissue. The major exposure areas for these heavy metals include the following:

- Dental Amalgam Fillings
- Seafood
- Tap Water
- Certain Medications
- Vaccines
- Processed Foods
- Processed Juices & Drinks
- Industrial Waste

8. **Poor Sleeping Habits:** Quality sleep is one of the most fundamental nutrients that every person needs in order to perform at their optimal. Sleep deprivation creates a heightened stress response within the body that disrupts normal healing and tissue rejuvenation processes.

Sleep deprivation dramatically reduces human growth hormone secretion and testosterone production. Both of these hormones are responsible for tissue healing and boosting metabolism to burn fat and build muscle as well as for providing a healthy immune response.

Sleep deprivation causes a decrease in lean body tissue, an increase in fat storage and decreased immune coordination. Lowered immune coordination increases inflammatory processes and increases the susceptibility to auto-immune conditions.

Memory performance has been shown to be significantly reduced in sleep deprived individuals. Coordination, balance and reaction time are also known to be reduced in chronically sleep deprived individuals.

Be sure to get as close to eight hours of sleep each night to ensure proper healing and cognitive function. Researchers believe that every hour of sleep before midnight has the equivalent tissue healing properties as three hours of sleep after midnight. So look to get to bed early. Great hours of sleep are 9pm-5am, 10pm-6am or 11pm to 7am.
9. **Toxic Emotions**: Destructive thinking creates free radical damage in the brain and rewrites a chronic stress response in the body. Toxic emotions include fear, anger, bitterness, unforgiveness, depression; low self-worth, etc. hardwire the brain for low energy and create massive inflammatory damage to the neurological system.

The average person has over 30,000 thoughts a day! Research shows that destructive thoughts trigger more than 1,400 known physical and chemical responses and activates more than 30 different hormones. Toxic waste generated by destructive thoughts degenerates the brain.
Chapter Five

26 SuperFoods to SuperCharge Your Brain

There are many great superfoods that enhance brain function and I could have written a whole manual just on these unique foods. Instead, I decided to take 26 that I utilize regularly that have had a great effect on my own life. Here they are:

**Apple Cider Vinegar (ACV):** ACV is a powerful tonic loaded with incredible living nutrients. The ACV should be raw, unpasteurized with the "mother" intact. The mother is the portion of the apple that is fermented and contains the source of the good bacteria and enzymes. These enzymes help the body heal and digest nutrients from other foods.

ACV is also a rich source of organic acids which help with insulin sensitivity and decreasing inflammation. The good bacteria enhance nutrient assimilation and overall gut function. Use ACV on meat, brown rice, vegetables and other foods. It can also be put into a variety of different drinks for added anti-oxidants and enzymes.

**Ashwagandha:** This exotic herb has powerful antioxidant properties that protect the brain and nervous system. Premature aging associated with chronic tension on the nervous system is related to increased oxidative stress. In the largest human trial using ashwagandha the herb was shown to reduce cortisol levels up to 26%. Chronically elevated cortisol increases inflammatory and degenerative processes in the body.

This herb has been shown in studies to have as strong an anti-anxiety and anti-depressant effect as leading name brand medications. Ashwagandha has been shown to support the regeneration and reconstruction of nerve cells and synapses. This suggests that ashwagandha could help reverse states of brain and nervous system
degeneration. This makes it a potent defense against dementia, Alzheimer's disease and other neurodegenerative disorders.

You can get Ashwagandha as a fresh or dried herb or in organic herbal teas. You can also use it in whole food based supplements.

**Avocados:** This amazing fruit is very high in healthy oleic acid. This is a monounsaturated fat that helps increase fat metabolism. It is also rich in the powerful carotenoid anti-oxidants lutein and zeaxanthin as well as vitamin E (tocopherol).

These anti-oxidants decrease oxidative stress and allow for a healthier cellular environment. Other critical components include ionic potassium and folate. These elements are alkaline forming in the body and help to buffer acidic wastes that accumulate within the bloodstream.

**Blueberries:** This summer superfood is loaded with antioxidant phytonutrients called anthocyanidins. These nutrients powerfully neutralize free radical damage to the collagen matrix of cells and tissues. In addition, anthocyanidins have been shown to improve capillary integrity and enhance the effects of Vitamin C.

The anti-oxidant power of blueberries has been shown to be particularly useful in stabilizing brain function and protecting the neural tissue from oxidative stress. Studies have shown improvements in memory and learning while reducing symptoms of depression.

**Cacao:** This favorite superfood is rich in epicatechin which is a powerful polyphenol anti-oxidant. It also contains theobromine which is a natural cardiovascular stimulant that enhances blood flow to the brain. Theobromine is both safe and non-addictive and has shown clinical benefits with improved memory and cognitive processing

**Chia Seeds:** Chia is made up of healthy fats, anti-oxidants clean proteins and fiber. Chia contains no sugar and very minimal amounts
of non-fibrous carbohydrates. Chia also contains high levels of calcium, magnesium and potassium. This combination is perfect for healthy blood sugar levels and sustained energy.

Chia is loaded with omega 3 fatty acids and neuroprotective anti-oxidants such as quercetin, caffeic and chlorogenic acid. These essential fats and anti-oxidants produce cell membranes that are more flexible and efficient. Healthier cell membranes results in more efficient nutrient delivery systems and faster nerve transmission processes. This improves brain function including memory and concentration.

**Cinnamon:** This is one of the most anti-oxidant rich herbs that also has a major effect on improving blood sugar stability. The anti-oxidants within cinnamon help protect the neurons from free radical stress and stimulate insulin receptors which allows for greater blood sugar stabilization. Improved blood sugar stability results in improved brain energy, memory and creativity.

**Citrus Bioflavonoids:** These unique phytonutrients which are together classified as vitamin P have shown to improve capillary permeability and blood flow. This helps to oxygenate the deep regions of the brain that are critical for cognitive processing and sensory acuity. Fresh squeezed lemon and citrus essential oils are rich in these bioflavonoids.

**Eggs:** This is one of the best foods for healthy brain function. Eggs are a major source of the brain enhancing B vitamin choline. According to Iowa State researchers in 2007, 90% of the American population is choline deficient. Egg yolks and egg based lecithin’s are some of the richest and most bioavailable sources of choline.

Choline is important for the brain for several reasons. It helps to produce phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin. These two molecules make up a particularly high percentage of the brain’s total mass. Choline also helps to form a critical neurotransmitter in the brain called acetylcholine. Acetylcholine is the body’s primary molecule for sending messages between nerves & muscles.
Choline also helps protect the body’s stores of folate which is a key B vitamin for the development and maintenance of the nervous system. Finally, choline has important anti-inflammatory properties called methylation. This process of methylation plays a significant role in many chemical events which actually turn certain genes on and off in the body.

**Fermented Raw Dairy**: Raw cheese and fermented whole milk from 100% grass-fed cows is loaded with brain boosting omega 3 fatty acids. It also contains tons of Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA), which is a great brain protectant fatty acid.

Some of the best products include raw, 100% grass-fed cow and goat cheeses, Amasi, fermented whey and kefir. These dairy products contain highly bioavailable calcium and magnesium, amino acids and vitamin A, D3 and K2. It also is an outstanding source of sulfur groups that enhance the brain’s ability to detoxify effectively. Be sure your dairy is from 100% grass-fed cows! It must say this on the label or it is from grain-fed cows and is not healthy.

**Ginger**: This is an important part of a de-inflaming, natural pain-relief program. The compound 6-gingerol has been shown to significantly inhibit the production of a highly reactive nitrogen molecule, nitric oxide, which quickly forms a dangerous free radical peroxynitrite. Additionally, ginger helps to protect the body’s stores of glutathione – the master anti-oxidant.

Ginger is also very high in potassium which aids in electrical energy production and detoxification. It is a great source of manganese which protects the lining of key blood vessels that oxygenate and bring fuel to the brain. Manganese deficiencies can lead to dementia and stroke.

**Gingko Biloba**: Nicknamed the “memory herb” it works by dilating blood vessels going to the brain to increase blood flow into the region. This increases oxygen, removes hazardous waste products and neutralizes dangerous free radicals.
Several different studies have showed that ginkgo can improve memory and attention span in healthy individuals with peak performance coming about 2 hours after ingestion. Ginkgo also improves vision and overall eye health as it prevents against macular degeneration, glaucoma and cataracts.

**Green Coffee Bean Extract:** This superfood is loaded with powerful brain enhancing and blood sugar balancing anti-oxidants. These polyphenol anti-oxidants are chlorogenic and caffeic acids which have a powerful effect on enhancing insulin signaling and blood sugar metabolism. Stable blood sugar allows for better energy, mental clarity, hormone function, detoxification capabilities and weight loss.

**Grass-Fed Beef:** This contains omega-3 fatty acids, CLA, saturated fat, vitamin B12 and the powerful anti-oxidant carnosine. These essential fatty acids play an enormous role in the foundation of the neuronal cells that makeup the central nervous system. The brain concentrates carnosine to protect itself from advanced glycolytic enzymes (AGE’s) which are the most hazardous free radicals and are linked with neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.

**Hemp Seeds:** Hemp seeds is a complete protein and contains an optimal ratio of omega 6:omega 3 fatty acids. Hemp is also a great source of the omega-6 essential fat gamma linoleic acid (GLA). GLA is only found in quantities of significance in hemp, borage oil, evening primrose oil, black currant seed oil & spirulina. Because of the scarcity of GLA much of our society is deficient in this essential fatty acid. GLA is critical for reducing inflammation in our body and is one of the most powerful nutrients for balancing hormones. Additionally, sufficient quantities of GLA promote healthy skin, hair, nails and brain function.

**Holy Basil:** Holy basil is known in natural medicine as an adaptogenic herb in that it helps the body to better adapt to stress. Adaptogenic herbs don’t affect an individual’s mood but they help the body function at its optimal level during times of stress. They do this
by modulating the production of stress hormones like cortisol and adrenaline.

One of the key components that adaptogenic herbs offer is their ability to lower and stabilize cortisol levels. High cortisol drains the precursors to major hormones such as testosterone, progesterone and estrogen. With less than adequate raw materials, the body becomes sex hormone deficient. This process rapidly accelerates the aging process and makes an individual’s life miserable.

Healthy individuals have stable cortisol levels that naturally spike in the morning and then level off and stay consistently low during the day before tapering at night. This allows us to wake up with energy in the morning and maintain that energy until nightfall when we should naturally be gearing down and getting ready for sleep. Stable cortisol levels result in improved mental clarity and memory. The individual feels as though they are less agitated and anxious and therefore able to perform better and have higher quality of life.

**Peppermint:** The methanol component of peppermint has also been shown to improve circulation throughout the body. This is especially true in the brain where peppermint oil helps to enhance cognitive processing and stimulate creative thought. Increased circulation in the brain leads to new creative energies and elevated mental stamina and improved memory formation.

**Red Onions:** Are a rich source of the flavonoid anti-oxidant quercetin and the polyphenol anti-oxidant anthocyanin. These anti-oxidants prevent the oxidation of dietary and cellular fatty acids. They are very powerful free radical scavengers that neutralize cancer cell growth and dramatically reduce whole body inflammation.

Red onions are also a fantastic source of chromium which lowers blood sugar and enhances cellular insulin sensitivity. Nearly 50% of the US population is deficient in chromium which is greater than any other developed nation. This is due to over cropping that has stripped the land of chromium and processed food consumption. Chromium deficiencies lead to diabetes, dementia, Alzheimer’s and heart disease.
**Rhodiola:** The adaptogenic herb rhodiola enhances serotonin and endorphin activity within the brain. Healthy serotonin levels are necessary to balance our mood and keep us calm and positive. Dopamine drives us towards accomplishing goals and enhances our self-esteem and confidence. Endorphins help us to feel good and lift our mood and spirits.

Rhodiola is known to help people calm their emotions and stimulate cognitive processes that improve memory and creative thinking. Several studies have shown that rhodiola improves associative thinking, speed of audiovisual perception and ability to perform complex calculations. Researchers also found that it significantly reduced stress-induced fatigue after just two weeks of regular usage.

**Rosemary:** This herb is a great brain stimulant that prevents the breakdown of a key neurotransmitter named acetylcholine. This molecule allows the neuronal cells that are responsible for cognitive processing and memory consolidation to communicate more effectively with one another.

**Sea Vegetables:** The term seaweed actually encompasses a number of different “sea weeds” including kelp, nori, dulse, wakame, kombu, arame and many others. Gram for gram, sea vegetables are higher in essential vitamins and minerals than any other known food group. Be sure to get your sea vegetables from a certified organic source to reduce risk of heavy metal exposure.

Sea vegetable contains critical nutrients that benefit brain function and development. This includes folic acid, iodine, choline and omega 3 fatty acids. They also contain unique sulfated polysaccharides called fucoidans that have a powerful anti-inflammatory effect in the body. These minerals are bio-available to the body in chelated, colloidal forms that make them more easily absorbed.

**Spinach:** This food is extremely rich in blood purifying chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is easily metabolized and used to build new red blood cells and pull out carcinogenic substances from the body.
Chlorophyll also provides magnesium which acts to strengthen the blood-brain barrier and protect the neurological system from environmental toxins.

Spinach is an amazing source of glycoclycerolipids that protect the digestive tract from inflammatory damage. These glycoclycerolipids are the main fatty acids that make up the cell membranes of light-sensitive organs in chlorophyll containing plants. Additionally, spinach is an important source of copper, zinc, and selenium which boost brain function.

Spinach also contains some very newly studied carotenoid anti-oxidants called epoxyxanthophylls. The unique epoxyxanthophylls that have been researched to show remarkable anti-cancer properties include neoxanthin and violaxanthin. Spinach is also rich in the powerful carotenoid anti-oxidants lutein and zeaxanthin. These phytonutrients are extremely important for healthy vision and brain function.

**Spirulina:** Spirulina contains an incredible array of nutrients that make them a functional whole food for sustaining life without the need for other foods. These algae contain pre-digested protein (in the form of amino acids) for quick absorption and high utilization rates. Spirulina contains essential omega-3 fatty acids such as DHA. Algae, in fact, are the very source that fish, krill and other animals obtain their omega 3’s.

Spirulina is a rich source of the tough to find essential omega-6 fat GLA. It also provides nucleic acids (DNA & RNA) that provide a megadose of raw materials for DNA repair. Spirulina is a very rich source of critical B vitamin methylating agents such as B6 and folic acid. Spirulina has an extraordinary array of powerful anti-oxidants in the form of anthocyanins, carotenoids and superoxide dismutase.

**Turmeric:** Turmeric is the 4th highest anti-oxidant rich herb. Turmeric boosts levels of natural intracellular anti-oxidants such as glutathione, superoxide dismutase, and catalase. Boosting intracellular anti-oxidants helps the brain buffer free radical stress and detoxify from environmental stresses.
Turmeric improves blood flow and reduces brain inflammation. The effect of this accelerates cognitive execution and makes you neurologically sharper. The anti-inflammatory effect also protects against neurodegenerative disorders such as Dementia and Parkinson’s Disease.

**Wild Alaskan Salmon:** This super seafood is loaded with long-chain omega 3 fatty acids EPA & DHA which are crucial for healthy neurology. Additionally, wild salmon is rich in astaxanthin which not only gives it a characteristic pink color but is also credited with giving the fish its super strength to swim upstream against strong currents.

Astaxanthin is the most powerful anti-oxidant for healthy brain, vision and neurological function. It has the unique ability to cross the blood brain barrier as well as the blood-retinal barrier while most carotenoids do not. This helps protect the brain and eyes from inflammatory damage and reduces the risk for blindness, cataracts, macular degeneration, dementia, Alzheimer’s disease and other neurological disorders.

**Non-Denatured Grass-fed Whey Protein:** This protein provides a mega dose of L-glutamine which is a very important amino acid for tissue healing and a strong gastro-intestinal system. Due to inflammatory diets and the overuse of anti-biotics and other medications many children and adults have a very weak gastrointestinal lining. When this lining is damaged, proteins are able to cross into the bloodstream. The body then goes into self-defense against these alien proteins and triggers an inflammatory attack creating food allergies and intolerances.

High quality whey protein also boosts glutathione which is the bodies master anti-oxidant. Glutathione protects cells by neutralizing oxygen molecules before they damage cells. It also boosts natural liver detoxification and protects the arteries, brain, heart and immune cells among others. Children who are deficient in glutathione are much more likely to develop neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism, ADHD and Asperger’s.
Quality whey protein also provides highly bioavailable amino acids that help produce lean muscle tissue. This is especially important for active kids and athletes engaging in long practices and physically demanding sports. These amino acids also help produce enzymes that carry out extremely important functions in the body. Active enzymes help metabolize inflammatory wastes and positively influence tissue healing processes.

For More Information on SuperFoods and Brain Boosting SuperFood Recipes go to DrJockers.com
Chapter Six

Chronic Stress Damages Brain Function

Many experts have hypothesized that increased stress cycles in the body produce the environment for disease development within the body. Stress can come from a variety of sources in the mental/emotional form, chemical nature and physical realm. When the body is under increased stress it responds by increasing its sympathetic tone. This means the body shunts itself into "fight or flight" survival based mode by altering cardiovascular & hormonal function to get itself ready for dynamic activity.

Increased sympathetic tone causes a release of stress hormones such as adrenalin, epinephrine, and cortisol. This is the same response we get when we are anxious or exercising. This is good if it is for a short period of time; however, when the stress lasts longer than expected it exhausts the body and causes a state of dis-ease to manifest.

Brain Body Communication Processes

When the brain sends information to the organs, muscles, and tissues of the body, this is called efferent neurological flow. In return, the afferent flow of information includes all the messages sent to the brain from skin, muscle, joint, and organ receptors. This afferent/efferent neurological loop is how the body is able to respond and adapt appropriately to its environment.

Subluxation is a term used to describe mechanical compression and irritation to spinal joints and nerves. Subluxation scrambles the neurological feedback loop by causing altered rhythms of neurological flow. Subluxations are caused by trauma, poor posture, or increased chemical and emotional stresses.
Subluxation Effects the Brain-Body Connection

Subluxations are a physical stress on the body and therefore increase the sympathetic tone, so the body shunts its energy toward the fight or flight system. If the subluxation(s) are not corrected they continue to produce this increased stress response. This increases stress hormone production and causes greater joint and ligament laxity in the spine and extremities making them more susceptible to injury. Additionally, increased long-term stress on the body greatly accelerates the degenerative processes of the spine and joints leading to osteoarthritis.

The ramifications of increased stress hormones in the body include overworked adrenal glands, lowered immunity, decreased digestive functions, fatigue and blood pressure disturbances. Increased cortisol levels also cause ligament laxity by stripping critical proteins from the tendon and ligament structures. This causes joint weakness throughout the body, including the spine and extremities, making them much more susceptible to injury.

Chiropractic Resets the Stress Response

Chiropractic adjustments have been shown to normalize spinal afferent/efferent processes to their proper resting tone. This is like hitting the reset button on the computer when it is malfunctioning. The computer is allowed to pause and reprocess itself. Chiropractic adjustments stop the stress response and restores normal hormonal and cardiovascular function to the body. This allows the body to reset itself and begin healing the damage that was done in the body due to chronic stress cycles.

Research has demonstrated that chiropractic adjustments enhance sensorimotor integration. This refers to the body's ability to sense where it is in space and effectively coordinate complex movement patterns. This improves function in both the brain and the body. Improved spatial intelligence translates into better physical and mental balance, coordination and mobility.
Chiropractic adjustments make you think and move with better speed, skill, and finesse. Other studies have shown that chiropractic care improves creative thinking and ignites renewed energy towards everyday tasks and complicated projects. Less physical nerve stress equals greater productivity and life potential. See your chiropractor!

*For More Information on Maximized Living, Chiropractic, Posture & Spinal Exercises go to DrJockers.com for helpful Articles, Podcasts & Videos.
Chapter Seven

Brain Based Movement & Exercise

The human brain is the most magnificent of all of creation. The brain consists of an amazing network of high energy microscopic neurons that allow us to think, learn, reason, move and experience our environment. This system is dynamic in that it is constantly growing and adapting.

Areas of the brain are driven through activity. With the right form of movement the brain adapts to become stronger and better able to accomplish daily tasks. Of course, the opposite is true as well. Where there is less activity, there is regression and atrophy. This is the principle of neuroplasticity. The brain is a constantly adapting structure that depends on movement for energy and instruction. "You either use it or you lose it."

Neuron Communication Processes

Neurons are constantly communicating with each other through electrical impulses and chemical signals. Information travels in the form of electrical impulses and activates messenger chemicals called neurotransmitters. These neurotransmitters flow into the synapse and connect the message to the next series of neurons.

Neurons connect with each other to form networks that carry a tremendous amount of information from one area of the brain to another. Typical neuron networks have over 10,000 synapses. Electrical impulses travel across these neurons at over four hundred miles per hour. This speed allows us to process language, feel inspired, recall a memory and laugh at a joke in a moment’s notice.

Brain-based exercises create new and stronger synapses (space between neurons). Synaptic density is associated with greater memory and creativity. The brain synapses begin degenerating after the age of twenty but brain-based exercises help to strengthen these connections.
Neurobics: This is a term that was described by the late neurobiologist Lawrence Katz and Manning Rubin. It refers to the physiological effects of unique and non-routine ways of thinking and moving and their effects on the brain. Routine activities become so automatic in the brain that they require less brain activity. Unique activities produce more neurotransmitters and have a greater effect on altering and strengthening neurons and synaptic connections.

Neurobic exercises must be different than typical activities that you do and they can incorporate all of your five senses. Examples of such include:

- Writing or using a utensil with your non-dominant hand
- Walking down your hallway with your eyes closed
- One leg balancing exercises
- Spend time outside smelling all the plants and flowers
- Eat foods with lots of colors to stimulate your visual senses
- Feel the texture of different objects like rocks, shells, etc.

Other Neurobic Activities:

1) Use essential oils – take a sniff to excite your brain
1) Brush your teeth with non-dominant hand
2) Listening to classical music or music that has different tones, melodies and instruments than you are used to listening too.
3) Surround yourself with lots of different colors
4) Play a new instrument or try a new sporting activity
5) Do a crossword puzzle
6) Walk barefoot outside and pay attention to the unique feel of the rocks and ground with your feet.
7) Sit in a park and journal about all the unique sounds and smells you are experiencing.
8) Read a book or recite a speech out-load while pacing with your eyes closed
10) Try a new, healthy dish with unique flavors you are not accustomed too.
The Brain Drives the Muscles

The brain is the most complex and incredible organ on earth. The brain contains 100 billion nerve cells and each of these are interconnected with other nerve cells through hundreds and thousands of other synapses (or little gaps between neurons). There are believed to be more connections within the brain than there are stars in the sky.

The brain drives the skeletal muscles and the skeletal muscles help drive higher brain function. There is such an intimate connection between the brain and muscles that powerful, long-standing emotional memories are known to be released during deep massage and chiropractic care.

Movement deficiency is a leading cause of degenerative disease and early death. Lack of healthy motion causes the neural synapses to atrophy. Sedentary living, poor posture, and bad spinal health accelerate the degenerative processes of the brain.

**Cerebellum: **"Little brain," constitutes just 10% of the total volume of the brain but amazingly it contains over 50% of the neurons in the entire human brain. The cerebellum's job is to modify and adapt movement patterns to improve coordination and balance. Incredibly, before any movement (even something as simple as bending over to pick up a pen) is even initiated, the cerebellum, through a feed-forward mechanism has already perceived the intended motion up to six times and fires down to contract the core musculature to prepare for the anticipated movement.

**Basal Ganglia:** This is located near the center of the brain and it helps to integrate feelings, thoughts and movement together. This is the part of the brain that has us shake when we are nervous, jump when we are excited and scream when we are scared. The role of the basal ganglia is to give us the correct movement patterns to go with our emotional feelings and perception of our environment. Without proper movement patterns the basal ganglia gets wound up and causes chronic anxiety.
**Limbic System:** This is the emotional brain as it stores our emotional responses to the environment we perceive. It helps to store highly charged emotional responses to the events of our past along with the Temporal lobe. When this part of the brain is tempered or cool we typically flow with positivity. Without proper movement patterns the deep limbic system gets hot and creates a depressive spiral of thinking and behavior. Proper movement is very important to keeping the limbic system balanced and under control.

**Anterior Cingulate Gyrus:** This region of the brain runs lengthwise through the deep aspects of the frontal lobes. This region of the brain allows for cognitive flexibility. This region depends upon the neurotransmitter serotonin. When the body has chronic stress it can lead to a hot anterior cingulate gyrus. This is experienced as worrying and obsessive compulsive behavior. The strategies in this book allow for normalized serotonin levels and a cooling effect of the Anterior Cingulate.

**Hippocampus:** The Memory Center: Movement is essential for a healthy hippocampus and higher levels of memory consolidation. Dynamic exercise that use novel techniques have been shown to rapidly improve memory centers as opposed to standard single-joint exercises. This form of exercise has been shown to increase Growth Factor (IGF) and BDNF (bone-derived neurotropic factor) which are essential for healthy neurons, formation of new neurons, synapses between neurons and increased neuronal learning.

**Frontal Lobe:** The critical center for learning and emotional control. The frontal lobe functions can be remembered with the 3 "T's" for tension, tact, and tenacity. **Tension:** The unique ability of a human to rise above emotional reactions and selfish/primitive behaviors.

**Tact:** The ability to understand and apply socially acceptable behaviors. **Tenacity:** The ability to focus on one thing for a period of time.

Children with ADHD are known to have retarded frontal cortices and thus they have an inability to apply the 3 T's effectively. Brain
based exercise, along with nutritional, detoxification and spinal corrective recommendations have been shown to be an extremely powerful tool for individuals with ADHD.

**Full Body – Novel and Challenging Movements**

The brain is driven through full body movements that are unique and challenging. Novel exercises that utilize an unstable atmosphere such as balancing on one leg, using a stability ball, BOSU ball, alternating 1 leg standing position, etc. incorporate an incredible level of cerebellar, hippocampal, and frontal lobe activity in order to maintain balance and coordination in such a dynamic environment. A consistent diet of new, unstable, high demand exercises is an incredible super-star supplement for the cerebellum, frontal lobes and hippocampus.

If you consider walking your major form of exercise then throw some dynamic, holistic movements in it.

1. Try stopping every 2 minutes while you walk and do 30 seconds of high knee sprinting in place and slap your opposite hand to opposite knee.

2. Try 30 seconds of stepping with one leg and punching forward and across your body with the other arm. Step with left leg and punch across with right arm and then do the opposite.

3. Spend time walking backwards, side-to-side and doing karaoke type dance moves to get full rotation into the hips. This trains the body in all three planes and fires off many more neuronal networks than traditional walking.

If you are already exercising regularly be sure to incorporate core stability work, surge training and resistance training into your schedule. You will also want to work on your balance by utilizing stability balls, doing one legged exercises, movements with your eyes closed, etc.
Benefits of Brain-Based Exercise:

1) Improved coordination, balance and skill
2) Improved memory recall and speed of transmission
3) Improved learning skills Improved emotional balance and control
4) Improved focus and determination
5) Improved blood flow to the brain, increasing neuronal metabolism and neurotransmitter formation thus anti-depressant effects (increased serotonin)
6) Increased feelings of joy and euphoria

*For Specifics on Brain Based Exercises go to DrJockers.com where you will find helpful videos and articles.

Surge Training Boosts Your Brain Better Than Aerobic Exercise

A surge refers to an activity or event that is quick and of high intensity. A glacier surge is a short-lived event where a glacier can move up to velocities 100 times faster than normal. An electrical surge is a very short but intense spike in voltage. Surge training is a new form of exercise that refers to a high-intensity spike in energy output for a short period of time. Research has shown that this form of exercise boosts metabolism and reverses aging more effectively than any other form of exercise or body movement.

Our body is designed to adapt to the ever-changing demands of nature. Exercise enhances our metabolic rate and dramatically increases oxidative stress levels in our body. In response, the body builds up its anti-oxidant reserves in order to successfully adapt to the greater level of stress.
Surge Training Builds and Protects Your Brain

Two particularly dangerous metabolic byproducts include the hydroxyl free radical and malondialdehyde (MDA). The hydroxyl free radical is highly reactive and is produced in abundant amounts when the body is under stress. When hydroxyl free radicals interact with cell membranes they cause lipid peroxidation. This produces highly reactive cross-linking agents such as MDA that further damage cellular components leading to accelerated aging.

The end product of the damage MDA produces in the body is a pigment called ceroid lipofuscin. This is a product of oxidized cell membranes and mitochondrial membranes. These pigments appear as "age spots," or "liver spots," on the skin of our hands and face. They are a sign of excessive oxidative stress and are associated with accelerated brain degenerative states.

Surge Training is an Anti-Oxidant

A recent study in rejuvenation research demonstrated the effects of high intensity exercise training. The study looked at 6 individuals exercising at several different intensities. When the subjects exercised at a higher intensity level they had a greater anti-oxidant effect. Additionally, the study showed that each participant produced less hydroxyl free radicals at a higher intensity than at a lower intensity.

Surge Training Boosts Glutathione

Another recent study published in the Journal of Strength & Conditioning showed that high intensity resistance training decreased MDA and increased glutathione content. Glutathione is the major antioxidant that our cells produce. Higher levels of glutathione are associated with great health and anti-aging effects on the body.

Higher intensity exercise maximizes the body's anaerobic exercise system. The anaerobic system produces lactic acid due to the lowered oxygen state. Most people associate lactic acid with the burn they feel when they exercise. The greater the intensity of exercise = the greater the lactic acid secretion. Researchers now believe that lactic acid may actually act as a free radical scavenger.
High intensity exercise also enhances certain critical enzymes that produce glutathione. This is a natural adaptation the body makes due to the higher free radical load. The combination of increased glutathione and lactate gives high intensity exercise an incredibly powerful anti-oxidant and anti-aging effect.

Surge training utilizes the principles of very high intensity anaerobic exercise for short spurts of time. This style of exercise produces large amounts of lactic acid. A consistent training program challenges the body to become more effective at buffering acidity and free radicals in the system. This bodily adaptation lessens the burden of oxidative stress and allows us to age with grace and beauty.

**Surge Training Tips**

1. Warm-up for 5 minutes at a lower intensity

2. Do speed drills where you run (or cycle/elliptical/etc.) for 30 seconds and walk for 30 seconds for 5-10 minutes and then cool down for 5 minutes.

3. Perform high intensity resistance training exercises as described on DrJockers.com

4. Aim to surge train 2-3x each week and do resistance training 2-3x each week.

For More Information on Surge Training go to DrJockers.com
Chapter Eight

SuperCharged Mindset

You are a Champion!

We have been granted free will by God to perceive life in whatever way we choose. Some use this gift of free will to bless their lives while others use it to curse themselves. Under every circumstance you have a choice on how to think, perceive and react to the situation. You can disempower yourself by thinking like a victim or empower yourself by thinking like a champion.

Victims see many or most of their life circumstances in a negative light. They often point fingers at others and find people, groups and other situations to blame for their challenges. This mentality is extremely disempowering and steals energy from our body.

Champions Grow From Their Challenges

Champions choose to see life in a completely different perspective. They look at every life challenge as a resistive force to help strengthen their faith, patience and perseverance. Just as a muscle in the body needs resistance to get stronger...our faith needs challenges to grow.

Champions refuse to allow outside circumstances to break them. These people are emotionally mature and have built-up an internal fortitude to step up to the challenges of life. By maintaining integrity and strong values they push into the resistance that life throws at them. As a result, they walk away with deeper life enrichment, knowledge, wisdom and faith. These challenging circumstances provide more opportunity for champions to supercharge their mindset than if they had a comfortable ride through life.

“Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials, knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance. And
let endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.” James 1: 2-4

Champions know their identity in God. They know they were called for an amazing purpose on Earth to carry out God’s divine plan. They realize that every circumstance offers unique and creative blessings no matter the scenario. Because they live with faith and expectancy they find hidden diamonds at every turn. Even when the world seems to be winning the battle…champions refuse to let up. They maintain a positive attitude and they firmly and consistently remind God and themselves of the divine promises in store for them.

SuperCharged Awareness

Most people revert into a form of victimhood without even knowing it. Victims do not take personal responsibility but instead look outside of themselves for the cause and solution to their problems. This ultimately leads them to disillusionment and disempowerment. It is only when we have the courage to look within and change and grow ourselves that we are truly empowered.

The following are ways to know that you are slipping into a pattern of victimhood:

Do you blame outside circumstances such as the economy, the traffic, your co-workers, spouse, kids, etc. for your unhappiness or success?

Do you consistently get frustrated with the people and/or circumstances around you?

Are you depressed or have consistent mood swings?

Do you often feel depressed, irritated, disappointed, etc.?

Do you find that many of your conversations include complaining about outside circumstances and situations?

Do you regularly engage in gossip or negative talk about others?
Do you talk about how you do not enjoy your boss, your car, your job, your spouse, etc?

If you have noticed yourself taking on these attitudes and actions then you have been falling into victimhood and losing your supercharged edge. Gossip and negative talk are disastrous for an individual’s health mind, body and spirit.

Matthew 13:15-17: “For this people’s heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with their ears, and they have closed their eyes. Otherwise they might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts and turn, and I would heal them. But blessed are your eyes because they see, and your ears because they hear.”

I believe Jesus is referring to people who are living in pride and victimhood as having their eyes closed. They have unique circumstances in front of them that would allow them to grow in faith and move closer to Him…but they instead complain or lose interest.

Champions have their eyes open and their ears open to hear the subtle cues and blessings that every circumstance and situation brings into their life. The struggles they encounter allow them to exercise their faith muscles and experience the true richness of life. The invaluable result is that they come to know their God given purpose at a deep and intimate level.

Steps to Regain Your SuperCharged Edge

You must take personal responsibility for all circumstances and situations in your life. Your mindset must see gratitude and blessing as a way of life. Focusing on gratitude, love & blessing naturally supercharges your energy and life. By keeping your mind on these attitudes regardless of the circumstances you will maintain your supercharged edge and make the most out of the situation.

Key Belief Systems to Apply: These are powerful distinctions that you must speak out to nullify the desire to fall back into victimhood. Speaking these declarations over your life creates a wave
of physiological momentum that charges you up and increases clean energy. This begins the process of rewiring your neurology…but it takes authentic passion and consistency.

Over time, these powerful declarations are on the forefront of your mind and they BECOME THE ANSWER to every challenging circumstance and situation you encounter. This is an exhilarating feeling to have the word of God on the forefront of your mind. It gives you the freedom to live life boldly and audaciously knowing that you are equipped to grow from any challenge that comes your way.

Here are some examples of SuperCharged Energy Statements

“I have complete security because I see myself the way God sees me…as His son/daughter as an heir to the throne of the Kingdom of Heaven.”

“I know that God has amazing blessings in store for me despite these circumstances.”

“I have the wisdom of the Lord concerning every decision I make”

“I am fully resourced to do everything God has called me to do”

“I was born to rise above this adversity and to triumph in the face of defeat”

Speaking and living out these powerful declarations is life changing. It pulls one out of victimhood and into the noble walk of a champion as God intended for us. Make a daily habit out of speaking bold, audacious faith statements over your life. Do it proactively, not just in a reactive crisis management oriented fashion. Over time, these statements become who you are. When you take on your royal identity you rise up to be the true champion God created you to be.
Chapter Nine

SuperCharged Brain Strategies

When you are feeling mentally sluggish try applying some of the following strategies.

1. **Drink Water with Lemon:** The food and beverages we eat provide electrically charged molecules that initiate energy production in our body. Clean water and lemon is the most electrically active thing you could put in your body.

   Clean water with lemon provides the body with hydration, antioxidants and electrolytes. Lemon is a rich source of the immune boosting vitamin C. It also has good quantities of electrolytes such as potassium, calcium and magnesium. Lemon is a tremendous source of citrus bioflavonoid anti-oxidant phytonutrients that have been given the label Vitamin P. These nutrients charge your brain up!

2. **Take a Smell of Your Favorite Essential Oil:** Essential oils have been used for thousands of years for their healing and purifying effects on the body. There are 188 references to these precious oils in the Bible. They have always held extreme value by ancient doctors and medicine men that used them for aromatherapy, consumption, and skin application. Research has now revealed the remarkable healing properties within these essential oils.

   Some favorites include citrus essential oils, peppermint, clove and cinnamon. Put a drop on your hands and mix together and then cover your nose and inhale the healing vapors. This will stimulate your brain and increase blood flow to your cranium.

3. **Do a Quick Surge of Exercise:** A quick surge of exercise for 30-60 seconds will get you breathing heavy and enhance blood flow to your brain that will sustain for at least 30 minutes. Try running in place or doing jumping jacks as fast as you can for 30 seconds.
You could also try doing a cross crawl where you take your right hand touch your left thigh and then the left hand to your right thigh during the running process. This will enhance the synchronization between the two hemispheres of your brain.

4. **Snack on Rosemary or Fennel Seeds:** These are a concentrated form of minerals like calcium, potassium, manganese, magnesium, selenium, zinc, copper, & iron. These nutrients along with the strong flavor will stimulate your brain and improve memory and cognitive processing.

Fennel seeds increase circulation to the brain, neutralize acids, aid in digestion and are an incredibly good breath freshener. This is perfect when you are in a hurry, on the road, or eating out at restaurants. Simply put a small container of fennel seeds in your purse or car and pop these seeds throughout the day to keep your breath fresh and your saliva alkaline.

5. **Use a Wobble Board:** Wobble board and wobble disc exercises help to restore and reinforce healthy sacral movement and initiate the CerebroSpinal Fluid (CSF) pump. The CSF brings oxygen and nutrients up into the brain. This has a powerful effect on memory formation and keeping the brain functioning high and empowered to be creative.

The wobble board has a very small center of gravity that creates a greater challenge to the coordinating centers of the brain. Simply sit on the wobble disc and move the body with the pelvis and torso moving in opposite directions. Do front and back exercises and side to side exercises on the narrow pivot of the wobble disc.

6. **Sit Tall and Breathe Deeply:** Effective and efficient oxygenation of the cells, tissues, and organs of our body is an absolute energy necessity. Our respiration cycles are governed by the autonomic nervous system. When your body is under stress you tend to take short, shallow breaths. Because these breaths only penetrate into the upper portion of the chest and lungs they are called “chest breaths.”
Several studies have shown that heart disease, depression, anxiety and chronic pain patients have an intimate relationship with persistent shallow, chest breathing behaviors. Several researchers have suggested maintenance of posture and breathing habits to be the most important factor in health and energy promotion.

Sit tall and take 5-10 long deep breaths. You should aim for a 5-10 second inhalation process and a 5-10 second exhalation process. This is a full, deep respiration and brings tons of oxygen into the brain and strips out carbon dioxide and other wastes.

7. **Take a Barefoot Walk Outside:** The Earth’s electrical rhythms play a significant role in the natural circadian rhythms that govern our sleep/wake cycle, hormones, mood and energy production. Studies taken on people fully disconnected from this natural electrical rhythm have shown abnormal circulating cortisol levels indicating abnormal stress responses. Additionally, disconnected people often struggle with issues such as insomnia, brain fog, hormone disruption, chronic pain, headaches and fatigue among other things.

The human body has a very similar makeup to the Earth being they are both a combination of water and minerals. This combination is what conducts electrical currents. Our bodies were made to be connected with the Earth and this subtle electrical energy has extremely powerful effects on our health and well-being.

**Earthing Basics**

Avoid wearing shoes whenever possible

Sit outside barefoot with your feet on grass or soil.

Walk or run barefoot outside on grass, sand or soil. Moist ground or grass is the perfect electrical conductor.

Expose any part of the body to the Earth, ground or any natural waters like lakes, streams or oceans. Walking in salt
water is one of the best grounding techniques due to the combination of earth, water and electrolytes.

Sit or lean on the trunk or limb of a tree to share some of its natural electricity.

Try to incorporate as much sunshine on major regions of your body when you are outside as well to get electrical energy and vitamin D3 synthesis.

The benefits of Earthing (also called grounding) include reduced inflammation and better internal stress management. This results in better sleep, enhanced immunity, less pain and a better state of mind. Many individuals report significantly better memory, creativity, innovativeness and spiritual direction after spending time connecting with the Earth.

8. **Take a Cold Shower:** Cold showers or alternating shower temperatures between warm and cold has a powerful effect on circulation. When you expose yourself to cold temperatures your body constricts blood supply. When exposed to heat the vessels dilate and expand. Changing these temperatures and particularly using cold water dramatically improves the tone of the blood vessel walls. This gives the body a greater adaptability in driving blood into areas that are needed.

Research has indicated that taking cold showers releases endorphins and improves circulation throughout the body including the brain. The net effect of this is that cold showers have been shown to help individuals suffering with depression, insomnia, anxiety and mental lethargy.

The best strategy for beginning to use cold shower therapy is to begin with a comfortable warm shower and then switch the temperature lower towards the end of the shower. If you do this consistently, over time your body will adapt and get more tolerant with the temperature change and you will reap the health benefits.
9. **Take a Power Nap:** Most of us remember nap times when we were children. Sleep researchers have found that napping is actually one of the best ways to boost athletic performance and learning skills. It is estimated now that over 70% of American society is suffering symptoms related to sleep deprivation. Napping is an ideal tool to be used by anyone from athlete to lay person looking to improve performance and quality of life.

Napping has been shown to help consolidate memory. Even short power naps have been shown to improve the immune system and reduce inflammation. This allows for better neurological communication and improved brain function.

Most experts agree that the optimal time period for a nap is between 10 and 30 minutes. This period brings the best rejuvenatory benefit without creating excess sleepiness and effecting nighttime sleep. Even a short 5 minute nap has shown to be beneficial on human performance.

10. **Snack on Raw Cacao:** As described earlier in the book cacao contains theobromine which is a natural cardiovascular stimulant that enhances blood flow to the brain. Theobromine is both safe and non-addictive and has shown clinical benefits with improved memory and cognitive processing.

You can munch on some raw cacao nibs or make a low-sugar shake or pudding with raw cacao to get a good load of this superfood in a very tasty manner. See the SuperCharged Recipe Guide and DrJockers.com for some great cacao based recipes.

**Three Broader Lifestyle Strategies to Incorporate**

The following three strategies will not necessarily boost your brain function immediately but incorporated into a regular lifestyle they will help you significantly improve your cognitive acceleration, memory and mood.
Sun Charge Your Brain

Researchers believe that vitamin D3 acts to protect an aging brain and boost overall memory and cognitive function. This is thought to be done by increasing levels of protective antioxidants, increasing key hormones and suppressing a hyperactive immune system that can inflame the neurological circuitry. Sun charge your brain for maximal cognitive function.

The sun provides our body with an essential stress through its UV radiation. This UV radiation signals a molecule on the skin (7-dehydrocholesterol) to convert to the active form of Vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) in the body.

Vitamin D is more Hormone than Vitamin

Vitamin D more resembles a hormone than vitamin by function. Hormones are chemical messengers that interact with cell receptors to produce specific biological responses. Calcitriol, the active form of Vitamin D, is arguably the most powerful hormone in the body. It has the ability to activate over 2,000 genes (roughly 10% of the human genome).

There are vitamin D receptors throughout the central nervous system and critical regions of the brain including the hippocampus. Researchers have concluded that vitamin D activates and deactivates enzymes in the brain and cerebrospinal fluid that are involved in nerve growth, synaptic density and neurotransmitter synthesis.

Vitamin D3 is also shown to boost glutathione production in the neuronal cells protecting them from damage inflicted by oxidative stress. Vitamin D also helps to modulate the immune system to reduce inflammation throughout the body.

Vitamin D Boosts Cognitive Acceleration

A 2009 study led by scientists at the University of Manchester in England, looked at vitamin D levels and cognitive performance in
more than 3,100 men aged 40 to 79 in eight different countries across Europe. The data shows that those people with lower vitamin D levels exhibited slower cognitive processing speed.

Vitamin D deficiency is a current epidemic in our society today affecting 90% of our world’s population. According to Vitamin D expert Michael Holick, “We estimate that vitamin D deficiency is the most common medical condition in the world.” It is clear that most people are not getting enough healthy sun exposure.

### Vitamin D Deficiencies
Increase Brain Degenerative Processes

A 2010 study published in the Archives of Internal Medicine showed that those who are classified as deficient in vitamin D were 42% more likely to have cognitive impairment. Meanwhile, those classified as severely deficient were almost 400% more likely of having cognitive impairment.

"The odds of cognitive impairment increase as vitamin D levels go down," says study author David Llewellyn. "Given that both vitamin D deficiency and dementia are common throughout the world this is a major public health concern."

### Sun Exposure and Vitamin D Production

The ideal amount of sun exposure should produce somewhere in the range of 10,000 – 20,000 IU of vitamin D3. This depends upon the amount of body parts exposed, the strength or angle of the sun and the color of the individual’s skin.

This is the approximate amount of time each individual skin type needs of sun exposure to get the appropriate 10,000 – 20,000 IU considering that at least 60% of the body is exposed to sunlight. This would be equivalent to intentionally sun bathing. They should get this amount at least three times weekly in order to fully optimize vitamin D3 levels.
1. Light skin = 15-20 minutes daily  
   Medium Skin = 25-30 minutes daily  
   Dark Skin = 40-45 minutes daily
2. Use coconut oil, aloe vera and/or green tea extract as a moisturizer before and after sun exposure for added anti-oxidant protection
3. If adequate sunlight is not available or attainable than supplement with 8,000-10,000 IU of vitamin D3 daily

Listen to Some Good Music

Most people have their own particular styles of music they enjoy. Music is one of the greatest joys of mankind and it has an effect at simulating the brain and enhancing learning. Listening to music stimulates the whole brain through diverse neural circuitry which increases cranial metabolism. Listening to enjoyable music improves your brain function.
The brain is divided into two major hemispheres called the right and left hemisphere. The right brain is thought to process information through creative imagery. The left brain is the analytical side that controls verbal and mathematical processing. The corpus callosum connects the left and right hemispheres and controls the communication between these two.

**Music Helps Connect Your Brain Hemispheres**

Music is unique in that it activates a broad array of neurons across the corpus callosum. This creates a state of harmony between the two hemispheres. The non-verbal melodies of music stimulate the right brain while singing stimulates the language center in the left hemisphere.

Music has the amazing potential to alter an individual’s state of consciousness. Music therapy has been shown to shift a person’s complete perception of time and stimulates unique emotions and memories. Listening to music boosts endorphin release which lifts our spirits and activates positive emotions and states of euphoria.

**Music Helps Boost Creative Energies**

Music also boosts creative energies through the production of alpha and theta waves. Large influxes of alpha waves induce states of enhanced creativity while theta waves are associated with dreaming, learning and relaxing.

The key for boosting creative energies is to listen to the type of music you enjoy the most. If you want more inspiration in language and mathematics it would make sense to listen to music with singing while music without words stimulates more artistic and visual senses.

These types of music can also be used to help balance the hemispheres effectively. Someone who has a left brain focused job such as an accountant may experience an increased level of peace and stability when they listen to classical music or other right brain style music.
Someone with a heavy right brain position (such as an artist) may do well with rock 'n roll or other lyric based music to charge up their left brain. This is all subjective to the unique tendencies and subtleties of the individual but more research is pointing in the direction of using music to balance and stabilize the hemispheres.

**The Right Type of Music**

I personally prefer inspirational music that is only instrumental for relaxation and worship music when I want to supercharge my energy! I believe these forms of music are divinely inspired and lift our spirits better than any other form of music. Music with immoral or depressing lyrics is poison to the spirit and I highly recommend avoiding this form of music.

**Music Therapy and Your Health**

Classical or light music help to calm and relax blood pressure. Researchers have shown that listening to calming music for periods of time every day is extremely effective for stabilizing blood pressure levels.

Music therapy is used to help patients with neurological conditions by stimulating unique regions and enhancing blood flow and metabolism. This sort of therapy was popularized by Dr. Oliver Sacks and featured in the movie “Awakenings.”

**Music Therapy and Alzheimer’s Disease**

Alzheimer’s disease is associated with damage to the temporal lobe that is used to process and direct memories. Music stimulates not only direct memories but other circumstances surrounding that musical experience. Researchers have found that listening to music can indirectly stimulate memory fragments that would not otherwise be retrieved. This helps to provide emotional comfort and improve brain function.
Music Therapy and Parkinson’s Disease

Parkinson’s disease is a pathogenic process that destroys the basal ganglia. This region of the brain organizes thoughts and movements into action. Strong, rhythmic musical beats stimulate motor control, movement and coordination. Combining this music with dance steps and other movements has been shown to improve walking speed and coordination for individuals with Parkinson’s.

Fasting Improves Your Brain Function

New research has indicated that fasting can significantly reduce the effects of aging on the brain. It has been known that bouts of intermittent fasting have a powerful anti-inflammatory effect on the entire body. Leading scientists now believe that intermittent fasting is one of the key strategies for maximizing brain function.

Researchers at the National Institute of Aging in Baltimore have reviewed the literature and performed studies to indicate the positive
effects of fasting on overall brain health. Professor Mark Mattson, who is the head of the Institute’s laboratory of NeuroSciences, made it clear that these benefits were not just related to calorie restriction but instead to intentional periods of intermittent fasting.

**Major Physiological Phases**

**Building and Cleansing**

Eating stimulates the body to go into building phase where we are anabolic in nature and store both nutrients and toxins. This phase is essential for building new cells and tissues and store nutrients for times of scarcity. This building phase of physiology is predominately led by the hormone insulin.

Fasting for more than four hours begins the cleansing phase. The cleansing phase is catabolic in nature in that it tears down old damaged cells. This process turns on brain autophagy, or “self-eating,” in where the cells recycle waste material, regulate waste products and repair themselves. These genetic repair mechanisms are turned on through the release of human growth hormone (HGH).

Intermittent fasting is one of the most powerful modalities for reducing inflammation, boosting immunity and enhancing tissue healing. This is one of the reasons why many people feel nauseated when they have infections. This innate mechanism is the body's way of influencing us to fast so it can produce the right environment to boost natural immunity.

**Fasting Boosts Human Growth Hormone (HGH)**

HGH is known to create physiological changes in metabolism to favor fat burning and protein sparing. The proteins and amino acids are utilized to improve brain and neuron processing. They also repair tissue collagen which improves the functionality and strength of muscles, tendons, ligaments, and bones. HGH also improves skin function, reduces wrinkles and heals cuts and burns faster.

Researchers at the Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute found that men, who had fasted for 24 hours, had a 2000% increase in
circulating HGH. Women who were tested had a 1300% increase in HGH. The researchers found that the fasting individuals had significantly reduced their triglycerides, boosted their HDL cholesterol and stabilized their blood sugar.

**The Dance Between Insulin and HGH to Govern Metabolism**

HGH and insulin are opposites in function. HGH is focused on tissue repair, efficient fuel usage and anti-inflammatory immune activity. Insulin is designed for energy storage, cellular division and pro-inflammatory immune activity.

Insulin is the dominant player in this game. When conditions demand an insulin release (carbohydrate intake), HGH is inhibited. Additionally, too much protein or fat may not stimulate insulin but they will inhibit HGH release.

Studies have indicated that the disruption of neuronal autophagy results in accelerated neurodegenerative states throughout the brain. Elevated circulating levels of insulin reduce the amount of neuronal autophagy and cause metabolic problems as well as accelerated degenerative states. Bouts of intermittent fasting are essential for the brain to clean itself up and drive new neurons and communication lines for optimal function.

**Fasting and Exercise**

The cleansing phase also acts like a slinky that is being spring-loaded for when the body moves into the building stage. It provides a sort of pre-load that allows the body to adapt in an incredible manner when it goes into the building phase. This enhances the neuronal connections and improves brain function.

Experts believe the intermittent fasting puts the brain cells under mild stress that is similar to the effects of exercise on muscle cells. The stress causes them to adapt and get more energy efficient.
body recovers from intense exercise through both the building and cleansing phases.

**Fasting Boosts Brain-Derived NeuroTrophic Factor (BDNF)**

BDNF levels govern the formation of new neurons and the development of synapses and various lines of communication within the brain. Higher levels of BDNF lead to healthier neurons and better communication processes between these neurological cells. Low levels of BDNF are linked to dementia, Alzheimer’s, memory loss and other brain processing problems.

Research has shown that bouts of fasting have a great anti-inflammatory effect on the entire body. Sufferers from asthma have shown great results as have preliminary reports on individuals with Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. Mattson and colleagues are preparing to study more details about the impact of fasting on the brain using MRI technology and other testing.

**Best Strategies for Fasting**

The best way to begin fasting is by giving your body 12 hours between dinner and breakfast every single day. This allows 4 hours to complete digestion and 8 hours for the liver to complete its detoxification cycle. After this is a standard part of lifestyle, try taking one day a week and extending the fast to 16-18 hours. Eventually, you may choose to do a full 24 hour fast each week.

During the Fasting Period it is great to drink cleansing beverages such as fermented drinks, herbal teas, water with infused superfood extracts, water with lemon or apple cider vinegar, etc. These enhance the cleansing process by providing anti-oxidants and micronutrients that enhance healing while not interacting with insulin or HGH levels.

**Precautionary Step Before Fasting**

Before one begins a lifestyle of intermittent fasting they should first remove as much sugar and grains from their diet as possible.
This will create better blood sugar balance and help regulate insulin and the stress hormone cortisol. The diet should be built around good fats, anti-oxidants, clean protein and fiber. It can take three to seven days to stabilize blood sugar and stress hormones before intermittent fasting would be advised.

Once the body is properly trained, most people are able to easily do a 16-18 hour fast every day. The easiest way to do this is by missing breakfast to extend the overnight fast. I do this every day myself. In the morning time, I drink lots of water and utilize anti-oxidant extracts in the form of herbal teas, water infusions and fresh squeezed lemon, fermented herbal botanicals and apple cider vinegar. These cleansing beverages help to detoxify the body and enhance healing processes. They also quell hunger and keep your energy levels high.

I have a light lunch or mid-afternoon snack that is either a big raw salad with good fats like olive oil and avocado or a protein shake with non-denatured whey, coconut and avocado. At night I have a large dinner with lots of grass-fed beef or another animal protein/fat and tons of veggies.

For many people, such as myself, we feel so great on an intermittent fasting lifestyle that we choose to never go back to eating any differently. In fact, I love to combine this fasting lifestyle with bouts of surge training to maximize my HGH levels and brain boosting strategies!
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Brain Boosting Supplements

The brain depends upon specific nutrients in order to function with peak capacity. There are certain nutrients that are challenging to get from our diet and lifestyles. These nutrients can be supplemented with whole food based sources. These are some of the most specific nutritional supplements for healthy brain function.

**Vitamin D3:**

This is extremely critical for brain development and maturity throughout life. Lowered Vitamin D3 levels are associated with autism, dyslexia and ADHD in children and neurodegenerative diseases like MS, ALS, dementia, Alzheimer’s & Parkinson’s in adults.

The optimal source of vitamin D3 is through the sun. Most of our ancestors were able to derive optimal vitamin D3 levels through regular sun exposure. In the Northern climates, they would get a lot in the summer and then their diet of fatty fish, mushrooms and raw milk that naturally contain little bits of D3 would keep them going in the winter.

Researchers have found that the optimal vitamin D3 levels are between 70-100ng/ml. Over 95% of society is are under these levels. Taking 10,000 IU of vitamin D3 (2,000IU for infants and small children and 5,000 IU for those under 120lbs) daily is a great way to ensure your levels are optimized and your brain development is at its peak.
**Omega-3 Fatty Acids:**

Omega-3 fatty acids help to reduce neurological inflammation and improve brain function. Omega 3’s help provide better cell membrane receptor activity and are key players in the development of the brain and the formation of neurotransmitters.

Omega 3’s help protect the brain and eyes from inflammatory damage and reduces the risk for blindness, cataracts, macular degeneration, dementia, Alzheimer’s Disease and other neurological disorders.

Take 1-2 grams of EPA/DHA daily for optimal brain health. I recommend a purified fish oil form with added gamma-linoleic acid (GLA) in a dose of about 150-300 mg.

**Probiotics:**

Gut health is extremely critical to brain health. Children with neurodevelopmental problems like Autism, dyslexia and ADHD are known to have leaky gut syndromes and often have very profound food sensitivities.

When the gut is damaged it allows food particles to cross into the blood stream where the immune system creates an inflammatory attack. This inflammation passes into the brain and screws up neurological processing.

Many individuals have dysbiosis or bad bacterial balance in their gut and parasites like Candida. The parasites and opportunistic bacteria release toxins into the blood stream that get into the brain and cause inflammation leading to poor memory, brain fog and advanced states of brain degeneration.

Supplement with a high quality probiotic that has key lactobacillus and bifido bacterium strains and over thirty billion colony forming units. This is the probiotic that will deliver results and you will feel the difference after a week.
Methylation Support:

Methylation is a key biochemical process that happens billions of times every second to repair the DNA in the body. B vitamins, zinc and magnesium are the key components to healthy methylation processes.

Magnesium: Research has shown that magnesium helps to support the blood brain barrier and preventing synapse loss and reversing memory decline in individuals with neurodegenerative diseases.

B Vitamins: These all play an important role in the formation of neurotransmitters. Deficiencies in any of the B vitamins can cause serious issues with neurotransmitter formation and balance. Individuals with an MTHFR or MTRR gene polymorphisms are more likely to be deficient in B2, B6, folate and B12 and are at greater risk for the development of cognitive impairment.

Zinc: This is a key cofactor for dopamine synthesis which is key for healthy mood and concentration levels. Low zinc status depresses serotonin and melatonin production which can affect behavior and sleep. Low zinc levels are associated with ADHD, poor memory, depression and neurodegenerative conditions.

NeuroTransmitter Support Nutrients:

The body makes key neurotransmitters such as dopamine, serotonin, GABA, acetylcholine and more. Certain nutrients enhance the production and utilization of these neurotransmitters.
**Choline:** This is a key precursor to the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and it helps to regulate memory, focus and muscle control. Choline supplementation improves memory, attention span and cognitive acceleration while preventing neurodegeneration.

**Serine:** Phosphatidylserine (PS) has been shown to increase dopamine levels. Research has shown that taking PS improved both memory, behavior and hyperactivity in kids diagnosed with ADHD.

**Mitochondrial Support Nutrients:**

Every cell of the body has mitochondria within it that produce energy for the cell. The mitochondria are the battery packs of the cell and they are extremely important.

The more high functioning mitochondria a cell has the more energy it can produce and the better our overall health is. High levels of oxidative stress wear down the mitochondria and cause a dysfunctional state.

**L-Carnitine:** Plays a critical role in fatty acid metabolism and mitochondrial health. It also improves the development and usage of key neurotransmitters norepinephrine and serotonin. These neurotransmitters play an important role in memory, concentration and mood.

**CoQ10:** Coenzyme Q10 is an essential cofactor in the mitochondria of every cell and it is a potent anti-oxidant. Supplementing with CoQ10 has been shown to dramatically improve brain mitochondria. This improves memory and higher cognitive function while preventing against the development of neurodegenerative disease.
**N-Acetyl Cysteine:** This compound provides a key rate limiting factor in glutathione production. Glutathione is our master anti-oxidant and protects brain and neurological tissue from oxidative stress.

Research shows that it improves function in individuals suffering from addiction, depression, compulsive disorders, bipolar, schizotypal and neurodegenerative diseases like dementia, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.

**Alpha Lipoic Acid:** This is a unique and powerful anti-oxidant that has both water and fat soluble properties. This unique characteristic allows it to be absorbed and transported into many organs and systems such as the brain, liver and nerves.

This has been shown to protect against neurodegenerative processes in the brain and is a powerful supplement to support higher cognitive development.

**Brain Health Support Pack:**

My Brain Support Pack is designed to get you the key nutrients that are necessary for optimal brain function and cognitive processing.

These nutrients help the brain to produce the right amount of neurotransmitters and other neurochemicals. Additionally, these key nutrients have a powerful effect at reducing the inflammatory fires that destroy our brain tissue.
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The SuperCharged Lifestyle

Great job finishing this book and learning the best strategies to Supercharge Your Brain! If you begin following and applying the rules and principles outlined in this book I guarantee you will notice significant improvements in your energy levels and mental stamina. You will also be preventing and perhaps reversing brain degenerative processes that would have left you mentally crippled.

So the first step is to get yourself healthy and continue to work on growing and maturing in these strategies. You should never think that you will have it all figured out but instead that you are pressing forward and working to improve your lifestyle each day. Overtime, you will see that you have come a long way.

The next step is to share this message with others. Not just those who are already sick and diseased but those who are closest to you. Social support is a huge part of success in healthy lifestyle pursuits. If your spouse and family are not in agreement or if they are left in the dark about this, it will make the course ten times harder. Do everything you can to get them on board with you.

Keep a copy of this book for you to continually resource but share other copies with those closest to you and those you know who are looking to elevate their life. You never know how far reaching something you think, say or do today will impact the world days, weeks, years and decades from now. God bless you for being a world changer!

To a SuperCharged Life,
Dr. David Jockers
Chapter Twelve

SuperCharge Your Brain Recipes

The following recipes are based on the SuperCharge Your Energy nutrition plan that Dr Jockers developed. Each recipe is loaded with brain boosting superfoods. All of these recipes are uniquely named for their ability to improve your brain function & supercharge your life!

These recipes contain none of the most inflammatory and allergenic foods including gluten containing grains, pasteurized dairy, pig, shellfish, soy, tomatoes & peanuts. Organic eggs are included and they are much less allergenic than feed-lot eggs. Raw, grass-fed dairy is included in many recipes because it is a very high quality superfood.

If you have a food sensitivity to grass-fed dairy, eggs, nightshades like tomatoes and bell peppers or any other unique foods found in these recipes than by all means exclude the sensitive foods from the recipes.

For more information on each recipe and to see other superfood recipes, recipe books, articles and videos go to DrJockers.com
Breakfast/Lunch

Brain Building Omelet

3 organic range eggs
2 oz. grass-fed cheese
3 tbsp. grass-fed butter/ghee/coconut oil
1/2 cup chopped red onions
8 organic chopped green onions
1 cup chopped organic yellow pepper
6 clove of minced garlic
1 tbsp. organic thyme
1 tbsp. organic oregano
1 tbsp. organic basil
2 tbsp. turmeric

Directions:
Saute onions, green onions and garlic in pan on a low heat for 10 minutes.
Add in eggs, cheese and herbs.
Cook for 10 minutes and add in turmeric. You will Love This!
The Big Brain Shake Ingredients:
1 can Coconut Milk or 2 cups of carton coconut milk
Coconut Oil, if necessary if you use the carton milk
½ to 1 cup Blueberries
1 to 2 scoops of Brain SuperCharge Protein Powder
½ tsp Cinnamon
1 tsp Fish Oil

Optional Ingredients:
Organic, Pasture-Raised Eggs
Turmeric
Greens Powder
Flax Seed
Vegetables (spinach, kale, etc)
Probiotic capsule (empty capsule in shake)

Directions:
Put the eggs, fish oil, & hemp oil (if using) in last in order to limit any damage to the fats and proteins from the blender itself. Put it on a light spin cycle and this will simply mix up all these ingredients.
Fat Burning Berry Shake Ingredients:
1/3 can of organic full-fat Coconut Milk
1 Scoop of non-denatured vanilla whey protein
1 cup of frozen raspberries or strawberries
1 tsp of Cinnamon
Pinch of Cayenne Pepper
Stevia to taste
Servings: 1-2

Fat Burning Berry Shake Instructions
Put all the ingredients in together, mix and enjoy!

If you want to use the carton coconut milk, I would suggest adding in 1 tbsp of coconut oil or coconut butter for more coconut fats.

This recipe is full of healthy medium-chain fatty acids that help to produce ketones and move our body into a state of fat-adaption where we are burning fat as our primary fuel. These MCT’s also help to improve digestive function, thyroid function, stabilize blood sugar levels and balance overall hormones.
Blueberry Pudding Ingredients:
2 cups of full-fat organic coconut milk (in can)
3 avocados
1 cup of wild blueberries
4 tbsp. ground chia seed
1 scoop non denatured, grass-fed whey protein
1/2 tsp. pink salt
1 tbsp. of vanilla
5 drops of organic stevia (only if needed)
Servings: 4

Blueberry Pudding Instructions:
Blend all ingredients together in a vita mix or blender.
Refrigerate for 12 hours.
Your pudding is ready!
**Spinach Pancakes Ingredients:**
- 4 organic (pasture-raised) eggs
- 1/4 cup full-fat organic coconut milk
- 1/2 tsp. pink salt
- 2/3 cup frozen organic spinach
- 2 cloves of garlic
- 1/2 cup onion chopped
- 1/3 cup coconut flour
- 1/2 tsp. baking powder
- black pepper to taste
- 1 tbsp. extra-virgin coconut oil

**Servings:** About 3 pancakes

**Spinach Pancakes Directions:**
- Blend, eggs, coconut milk or amasai, salt, spinach, garlic and onion together in a blender or vita mix.
- Add coconut flour and baking powder and blend.
- Melt a tbsp. of coconut oil on medium to low stove.
- Drop batter in by heaping tbsp. at a time.
- Sprinkle with black pepper.
BlueBerry Brain Muffins Ingredients:

3 organic eggs
1/2 cup melted coconut oil
1/4 cup Coconut water
2 tbsp. honey
15 drops vanilla cream stevia
1/2 tsp. Pink salt
1/2 cup organic blueberries
1/2 cup coconut flour
3/4 tsp. aluminum-free baking powder

Servings: About 4-6 muffins

BlueBerry Brain Muffins Directions:
Combine, eggs, oil, coconut water, honey, stevia, and pink salt together.
Add flour and baking powder and let it thicken for 5 minutes.

Add blueberries and bake at 325 for 15-20 minutes.
Tomato Basil Big Brain Omelet

1 small organic tomato (chopped)
1 tsp. organic basil
1 tsp. fresh garlic
1 tsp. pink salt
3 organic pasture-raised eggs
1 tbsp. organic coconut oil/ghee/butter (butter/ghee MUST be pasture-raised)

Instructions:
In a frying pan place oil to melt on medium heat.
Whisk eggs together with basil garlic and salt.
Pour into the pan.
When it is almost cooked add tomatoes to the middle of the eggs.
Flip eggs over to form an omelet.

Serve with organic goat cheese, feta cheese or raw grass-fed cheese
Chocolate Mint Cereal Bowl Ingredients:
1 can of full-fat coconut milk
6-8 tbsps of chia seeds
1 tbsp of spirulina
Handful of cacao nibs
1 scoop of high quality protein powder
½ tsp of mint or peppermint extract
Splash of vanilla pasture-raised
Stevia to taste

Chocolate Mint Cereal Bowl Instructions:
Blend or stir coconut milk, stevia, spirulina, protein powder, mint, vanilla.
Pour into the bowl or container you are going to store it in.
Stir in chia seeds and let sit in fridge for 20-30 minutes.

This is a completely grain-free, low carb cereal that tastes amazing!
This cereal bowl is perfect to enjoy for a dessert or breakfast and you can change it up in so many different ways!
Coconut Flour Bread Recipe Ingredients:

1 cup of cashew or almond butter
¼ cup of coconut flour
5 pasture-raised eggs
½ tsp of aluminum-free baking powder
½ tsp of baking soda
2 tsp apple cider vinegar
Optional: 1 tbsp of raw honey
Servings: 5

Coconut Flour Bread Recipe Instructions:

Pre-heat over to 350 degrees. Gather all ingredients and let sit out at room temperature. Pour into the bowl or container you are going to store it in. Stir in chia seeds and let sit in fridge for 20-30 minutes.

Place ingredients into vitamix or blend tech blender. Can also use hand blender or food processor Blend until well combined and smooth. Pour batter into well greased 8.5 x 4 loaf pan.
Bake 25-30 minutes.
Guacamole Coconut Wrap Ingredients:

2 Coconut flour wraps
1 handful of green leafy veggies (spinach, collards etc)
2 avocados
1/4 cup of organic coconut milk (carton variety)
1/8 cup of organic apple cider vinegar (ACV)
1/2 organic tomato diced
1/4 red onion diced

Herbs

Optional Ingredients:
Free range chicken or grass-fed cheese slices for protein

Directions: Mash guacamole and add in coconut milk and ACV and mix together until smooth, creamy and tangy. Add in diced tomatoes and onions and herbs and mix until you get your desired flavor

Add guacamole to coconut wraps (start small as these wraps can’t hold a lot of guacamole) and then add your greens.
Not Nut Butter Ingredients:

3 tbsp. softened coconut butter (raw organic)
2 tbsp. virgin coconut oil (melted is best)
1 scoop of high quality protein powder
½ tsp. real salt
½ tsp. vanilla
Sprinkle of cinnamon (if desired)

Not Nut Butter Instructions:

Mix all ingredients together.
Serve with celery, flax crackers or other veggies.

This recipe is loaded with good fats, clean proteins, anti-oxidants and enzymes. This digests very well as the vast majority of the fats are from coconut which is full of MCT’s which do not depend on bile for breakdown. This is easier on the digestive system than typical nut butters.
**Protein Popping Power Balls Ingredients:**

1 cup coconut butter
1 tsp. organic vanilla extract
1 scoop non denatured, grass-fed whey protein
½ cup raw coconut flakes
½ cup of raw chia seed
1 tsp. pink salt

**Servings:** Makes 8 small balls

**Protein Popping Power Balls Instructions:**

Mix all the ingredients together and roll into a ball.

The SuperCharged Energy Nutrition plan is based around loading up on healthy fats, anti-oxidants, clean protein, fiber and fermented foods. This recipe has all of these. The good fats come in the form of coconut butter and coconut flakes which have tons of medium chain saturated fats that help us burn fat and balance hormones.
SuperCharged Chicken Salad Ingredients:
10 oz free range chicken shredded
½ cup vegan mayonnaise (Veganaise)
1 apple chopped
½ cup raisins
½ cup chopped celery
Sprinkle of nutmeg and cinnamon
Servings: 5

Optional Ingredients:
Italian herbs – basil, oregano, thyme
Diced Cucumber
Diced bell pepper

SuperCharged Chicken Salad Instructions:
Mix all ingredients until smooth and creamy
Serve on organic romaine lettuce
Cranial Cauliflower "Rice"

4 heads of organic cauliflower
1 tsp. pink salt
1/2 cup coconut aminos

Instructions:

With a cheese grater, grate cauliflower. Mix in salt and coconut aminos and put in a large glass bowl and bake at 350 for 20-30 minutes.

Most of us enjoy the taste of rice, however, rice is an inflammatory food because it metabolizes into glucose and elevates our blood sugar. The result of elevated blood sugar is increased insulin output, advanced glycolytic enzyme (AGE) formation and inflammatory processes.

The SuperCharged Energy Diet recommends going grain and sugar free and this Cranial Cauliflower Rice recipe fits right into this premise. It tastes amazing and is loaded with anti-oxidants and fiber.
Brain Boosting Burger

2 pounds of grass-fed beef
2 organic eggs
1/2 cup chia seed blend
1 tbsp. thyme, oregano and basil
2 garlic cloves minced
8 green onions chopped finely
1 tsp. pink salt

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients together.
Form into patties and cook in coconut oil.

This burger is awesome! It is loaded with essential fats, anti-oxidants, clean proteins & fiber. The brain depends upon a continual supply of saturated fat and omega 3 fatty acids to build healthy neuronal cell membranes. This burger provides those essential fats and is loaded with unique anti-oxidants with the Italian herbs and garlic.
Super Salmon Burgers

2 large Wild-Alaskan salmon fillets
1/2 cup red onion, chopped finely
1/2 cup fresh organic cilantro, chopped
1/2 cup fresh organic parsley, chopped
4 garlic cloves, minced
2 organic eggs
4 tbsp. chia seeds

Servings: 4
Prep Time: 10 mins
Cook Time: 10 mins

Instructions:
Peel off the scales of the salmon.
Ground up the fillets in a large bowl and add remaining ingredients.
Form into patties and cook in coconut oil.
Serve with raw veggies and a shot of peppermint terrain
Tenacious Taco Lettuce Wraps

2 lb. green fed ground beef
2 tbsp. organic no salt seasoning (from costco)
1/4 cup coconut aminos
1 cup shredded really raw cheddar cheese
1 cup Amasai cream cheese
1 cup organic salsa
1 cup chopped red onions
1 cup guacamole
2 heads of organic butterleaf lettuce

Instructions:

Cook ground beef in coconut oil and add seasoning and coconut aminos.

Once ground beef is done cooking put some in a piece of lettuce and tops with remaining ingredients.
Anti-Depressant Meatballs
1 lb. green-fed ground beef
1 organic egg
2 tbsp. coconut flour
1 tbsp. basil
1 tbsp. oregano
1 tsp. pink salt

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients together and form into meatballs
Cook in coconut oil until done
Add sauce and cover to keep warm

Super Serotonin Sauce
1 can organic tomato paste
1 tbsp. basil
1 tbsp. oregano
1 tsp. pink salt
1/2 cup water
1 glove of garlic minced (optional)

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients together in a bowl
Pour over meatballs and top with grass-fed raw cheese or goat cheese
SuperSmart Stir Fry

1 lb. organic 100% green-fed ground beef
2 cups chopped organic broccoli
2 cups chopped organic baby carrots
1 cup organic peas
1 cup organic pea pods
1/2 cup Coconut Aminos (soy sauce replacement)
1-2 tbsp. ginger
1 tsp. pink salt
2 tbsp. coconut oil

Instructions:
Throw all ingredients into a frying pan and cook!

Asian stir fry’s can be the healthiest or the worst thing you consume and it all depends upon the quality of the ingredients. Typical stir fry’s that are found in restaurants and frozen dinners are loaded with brain destroying toxins such as unfermented soy, excitotoxins like MSG, preservatives and genetically modified ingredients. This stir fry is loaded with brain boosting fatty acids, anti-oxidants and amino acids.
Blueberry Coconut Parfait Ingredients:
1 cup of coconut cream concentrate or coconut butter
1/2 cup of fresh or frozen blueberries
1/2 cup of clean water
6 drops of vanilla stevia (or to your taste)
Pinch of pink salt (Himalayan)
Raspberries or extra blueberries for topping

Blueberry Coconut Parfait Instructions:
Put blueberries, water, salt and stevia into the blender first, then add the coconut cream or coconut butter and blend. You will need to hand mix with a spoon while the blender is going. This is very challenging on the blender because the coconut cream/butter is so thick. A high quality vita-mix is best for the blending process. Once everything is mixed together, put berries on top and enjoy! You can also put in the freezer for a while and then pull it out and place it in the refrigerator for an hour to thaw out. This is the most popular way to have this as it is cool and tasty!
Coconut Flour Cookie Ingredients:

1 cup of coconut flour
½ cup of grass-fed butter or coconut oil
4 pasture-raised eggs
½ cup of coconut flakes
Pinch of pink salt
1 tsp of vanilla
3 ½ tsp. of raw honey or grade B maple syrup (Low carb) –
1 – 2 tsp of liquid stevia to taste
½ – 1 cup of organic unsweetened chocolate chips

Coconut Flour Cookie Instructions:

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees.

Melt the honey or syrup and butter together in a small pot. In a large bowl mix together the butter, raw honey or syrup, eggs, vanilla extract and sea salt. Stir in the coconut flour, shredded coconut and chocolate chips.

Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and form batter into bite size balls- just press together in your hands or scoop and press and shape into whatever you shape or size you would like.

Bake for 12-15 or until golden brown.
Chocolate Chia Protein Bites Ingredients:
2 tbsps of almond butter
2 ½ tbsps of raw honey
1 tbsp of coconut oil
1 scoop of high quality protein powder
5 tbsps of raw cacao powder
Pinch of Himalyan pink salt
1-2 tbsps of chia seeds

Chocolate Chia Protein Bites Instructions:
Gather ingredients and place into a blender or a bowl. Blend or mix by hand until smooth. Batter will be a little sticky and oily. Scoop batter into bite size balls/cookies and place onto a non-stick surface. Eat right away or store in refrigerator.

The combination of good fats in the coconut oil, raw chocolate and chia seeds is a match made in heaven! This recipe will help you burn fat, build healthy lean body tissue, improve digestive function and supercharge your brain!
Chocolate Goji Bark Ingredients:

2 cups of 75% organic raw dark chocolate
1/4 cup organic raw coconut oil
1/2 cup raw organic goji berries
1/2 cup raw sprouted nuts of your choice (pecans, almonds, macadamia, cashews or pistachios)
Sprinkle of coarse pink Himalayan salt

Servings: About 8-10

Chocolate Goji Bark Instructions:

Melt chocolate and coconut oil together in small pot over low heat until completely melted down. Spread parchment paper over cookie sheet.

Pour chocolate onto parchment. Sprinkle nuts, berries and salt over. Freeze for 30 minutes. Break into pieces and eat.

What a great superfood combination! The synergy between dark chocolate, coconut oil and goji berries is extraordinary. This recipe helps boost dopamine and improve mental clarity and performance.
Blueberry Coconut Cookies Ingredients

2 cups of shredded coconut flakes
½ cup of virgin coconut oil
1 cup of organic blueberries
3 tsps of raw honey
½ tsp of vanilla
Pinch of pink salt

Optional Ingredients: Liquid stevia to taste instead of honey

Servings: 7

Blueberry Coconut Cookies Instructions

Place all ingredients into blender or a food processor. Process the ingredients for 2-3 minutes until the shredded coconut begins to break down. Drop the batter, about 2-3 teaspoons worth onto a lined cookie sheet. I used my small cookie scoop.

Place in the fridge or freezer to harden for 10-20 minutes. Store in an airtight container in the fridge or freezer.
SuperGreen Fudge Cups Ingredients:

1 cup coconut oil (soft, not melted)
2/3 cup coconut butter
2/3 cup raw almond butter
1/4 cup raw honey
1/4 cup super-greens powder
1/2 cup raw cacao powder
25 drops vanilla cream stevia
1 tbsp. organic vanilla extract
1/2 cup coconut flakes
1/2 cup slivered almonds
Sprinkle of real salt (for on top)

Servings: 8-12 fudge cups

SuperGreen Fudge Cups Instructions:

Mix all ingredients together. Spoon into muffin tin lined with muffin cups. Sprinkle salt on top and freeze in freezer for 30 minutes.
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